






































has  elicited both 
hot and cold reactions 
from offic-
ials examining 
its implications for 
the State College system and SJS. 
The freeze, announced last week 
In a memorandum front
 the State 
Department  of Finance, 
applies  to 
all state agencies, which
 now must 
hold the line 
on













If upheld, the 












 next year. 
According








 be a 
severe 




















Robert  D. 
Clark 
and music of the 
season  will high-
light 
SJS'  fifth annual Christmas 
Tree Lighting Ceremony tomor-
row. The 
half-hour program will 
begin at 5 p.m. in front of the 
Engineering 
Building  on Seventh  
Street, near San Fernando Street. 
Faculty, 
including  emeritus 
mem-
bers, staff, students and friends 
of the college have been invited 
to participate in this traditional 
affair. 
The program will open with 
Christmas music, provided by the 
College  Glee Clubs, under the di-
rection 
of Brent Heisinger, assist-
ant professor
 of music. Winners 










his message President 
Clark 
will light the school's
 official 
Christmas  tree,


































 Pam Melton, 
senior 
from 
Pomona,  as 
soloist.  
Also scheduled 
as part of the 
day's 
activities is a 
4 p.m. public 
lecture by B. 














 traditional Christmas 




 Dean of the 









 Buffet for 
members 
of
 the faculty, 
adminis-
trative staff, their
 families and 
guests 








a -wassail bowl, from 5 to 7.p.m. 
Mr. and 
Mrs.
 Santa Claus will 
be 
on
 hand during the
 first hour to 
greet
 and distribute 
candy  to the 
children. 








ADM263, or the Student Affairs 
Business Office, Building 
R. The 
price is $2.75 
for  adults and $1 
for children under 
12 years of age. 
The new 
Faculty  Social Com-
mittee, headed by Dr. Fred
 Schutz, 
associate 
professor  of English, has 
arranged the details of the buffet 
which is traditionally
 one of the 
highlights  of the season. 
Tradi-
tional Christmas
 trees will greet 
the guests and




ASB Exec Recorder 
Topic  of Student Vote  
Students will



















 will also 
vote  




tives  to 










 be located 
in 














will  be 
open
 from 



























that  the 
executive
 secretary
 is basically 
an 
administrative arm of 
the 
ASB  







assumed by other segments 
of the government. It called 
for 
the deletion of all references





a vote by the student body. 
While other classes have four 
representatives,  the graduate class 
only has had two. This 
Inequity 
was corrected 
by the student body 
on 
Oct.  19 and 20 
when  they 
voted 
to add two more 
representa-
tives 







They include Ernest 




Gambrell wants to examine
 the 
high rents charged 
for approved 
housing, the parking facilities, 
longer















search  monies, a 
campus  beauty 
program:  and 
student 
participa-






 is important, 
Serrano  is 
Interested  in 
the ex-
pansion








 to be 
pre-
sented  to the 
students; the 
adop-
tion of a 
program budget;
 the re-
institution  of the 
SJS yearbook 
La Torre;


















fruit cake is $1.25
 for one 
pound and will be 
sold in the main 
corridor of the Home Economics 
Building 
every day from 
9:30 
a.m. 
to 3:30 p.m., 
according  to Carolyn 




proximately 33 professors 
and
 
would have to turn away about 
700 
students.  
"I certainly can see the advan-
tages of re-appraisal of the policies 
of the present administration, and 
see this as an opportunity
 to justi-
fy our expenditures," he said. 
"However, the freeze comes at 
an extremely bad time for us. The 
next two months will be our re-
cruiting period for the next aca-
demic  year. We now have no 
authority to proceed with hiring 
advances or 
commitments."  
Dr. Glenn  S. Dumke,
 state col-
lege chancellor, will meet with 
Reagan Dec. 21 in Los 
Angeles
 to 
plead the State 
College
 case. 
Bob Reardon of the 
Chancellor's  
office  told the Daily yesterday 
that 
"decision memos," 
as required by 
the Finance
 Committee memoran-








 prefer to discuss this 
mat-
ter with the 
governor -elect. 
Actu-
ally,  we do not know 
the full irn-
Vacation Coming 
Friday is the last day of classes 




mans  vacation.  The last 
ihalle
 of 
the Spartan Daily will hit the 
newstands 
Thursday morning. 
Clubs and organizations are re-
minded to submit any 
announce-
ments for the paper by 
tomorrow.  
plications
 of the budget 
freeze at 
this time," Reardon said. 
Chancellor
 Dumke met Friday 
with all state 
college
 presidents in 
Los 
Angeles,  as well as with the 
executive 
committee  of the Aca-




 five faculty groups, to 
ex-
plain 
the freeze's implications to 
the State College 
system. 




demic Senate, had this 
to say: "I'm 
not entirely sure what the freeze 




tion in recruiting." 
He added, "Of course, the gover-
nor -elect has every right to hold 
up everything while he decides 
what is wrong about the present 
state policies." 
Such a cut would mean some 
12,615 students would have to be 
turned away from the 19 state
 
colleges. 
As one faculty member put it, 
"Just wait until Mr.
 Reagan hears 
the 
screams
 of anguished parents 
whose kids
 can't get in!" 
era of 
SJS' combined choruses and 
40 musicians of the 
Symphony  
Orchestra will perform 
Handel's  
"Messiah"  at 
8 tonight 







adults and 50 cents for children. 
Proceeds will go to the Music 
Scholarship Fund. 
Tickets may be obtained at the 
Student Affairs Business Office be-
tween 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.; at the 
box office near 
the Concert Hall 
entrance  between 1-5 p.m. and at 




The major female vocal roles 
will be sung by Miss Helene
 Joseph, 
soprano and master's candidate in 
music; Mrs. Ellen 
Carter,
 con-
tralto and staff member at the 
Idyllwild 
School
 of Music. 
Male soloists will be associate 
professors of music, 
Dr.  Edwin 










 service featuring 
lessons
 and carols will be 
conducted at 7:30 tomorrow 
night in the Chapel of Reconciliation, 
300 S. 










will  be presented 
by the SJS Ecu-
menical  Council, which is composed of the American Baptist, Lutheran, 
Episcopal, 
Methodist









Shops,  Inc., will be 
held today 
at.  2:30 p.m. in
 the 
College Union. Spartan Shone, Inc., is 
the board of directors of the Spartan
 
Bookstore







The campus drive for the 
Florence




 for the victims






in front of the 
bookstore















 professor of foreign 










12:30  in the 
southwest  














a member  of the German 
Club and organizer of the
 foreign 
language table. 




















at the table. 
HANDEL'S "MESSIAH" 
will be performed tonight at 8 in the 
San Jose Civic Auditorium. Taking part in the production (from 
left) are William Erlendson, professor of music and director of 
the 





 contralto and staff 
member 
at the Idyllwild School of Music. Proceeds from the performance 











 Sundquist, SJS grad-
uate, will play the harpsichord. 
William Erlendson, professor of 
music  who organized the A Cap-
pella Choir during the 1930's, will 
direct the choir in its annual 
presentation, 
DIRECTS CHOIR 
The choir has 
always
 been under 
the 
direction of Professor Erlend-




leave  of 
absence 
and two 
years  he served in the 
armed forces. During the latter 
period 
the choir was 
inactive  due 
to lack of male 
personnel. 
The 
group  has 
performed
 with 
the San Jose 
Symphony  Orchestra, 
the San 
Francisco  
Symphony  under 
Maestro Euriques Jorda 
and the 
Stanford 






The SJS chapter of the Ameri-
can Federation of Teachers Friday 
approved a 
statment repudiating 
AFL-CIO  president George Meany's 
statements on foreign policy. 
The resolution called 
for the 
old dissociation of the SJS local 
chapter from the recent state-
ments by Meany which express 
support for all government de-
cisions in foreign policy for the 
Past 20 years and 
the Vietnamese 











referred to committee for rework-
ing. A 
statement
 will be 





Regarding the recent proposed 
cut of 60 staff positions at SJS, 
Dr. John Galm, local AFT presi-
dent, stated that he has been in-





seem good that 
most of the posts will be restored," 
he stated. 
lie further stated that the 
cent Department of Finance ac-
tion, freezing budgets for the state 
colleges, has the effects of elimin-






impossible  to live 
with the conditions of that
 budget 
freeze.  The AFT will take action 
if the budget is not
 adequate for 
normal











By RICK SKINNER 
Spartan Daily Staff Writer 
Answering recent charges of "ad-
ministrative paternalism" at SJS, 
Pres. Robert D. Clark 
declared  in 
a conference yesterday with Spar-
tan Daily 
editor, Dick Daniels, 
"Our students have had greater 
freedoms than those students at 
the University of California at 
Berkeley."
 
The president said, "We haven't 
given students 
enough participa-
tion in curriculum planning in the 
past. 
However,  this 
does not mean 
I am in favor of a student take-
over. So I guess this makes me 
some sort of paternalistic figure. 
"The  role of the administration 
is to get those things done that 
ought to be done. This involves co-
operation between 
the administra-
tion, the faculty and the students. 
The administration also has to be 
concerned with day -today opera-
tions. But this 
is
 often overdone," 
he admitted. 
PRES. CRITICIZED 
Dr. Clark was the 
object  of 
student criticism 
Dec. 3 during a 
"sympathy rally" held hi SJS to 
support U.C. 
students who were 
engaged in  a strike against their 
administration in Berkeley. 
Dr. Clark was accused by sev-
eral students of "benevolent 
dicta-
torship," "discrimination in de-
ciding which 
sides  of truth we 
hear," and of being "petty, arbi-
trary and ridiculous in issuing his 
directive." Pres. Clark's directive, 
released last summer, sets down 
administrative policy regarding stu-
dent affairs on the SJS 
campus.  
While rebutting these charges, 
Dr. Clark had high 
praise for the 
proposed Experimental College pro-
gram, introduced to ASB council 
Nov.
 23. 
"The Experimental College pro-
gram is much concerned with 
values which have been neglected," 
the ;...,sident said. "The program 
can provide for closer relationships 
between the 
professor
 and student 
This relationship is in focus when
 
the professor and student are 




Pres. Clark explained, if the
 
student
 and his 
instructor
 are both 
working in the same major field, 







greater degree, would be particu-
larly beneficial, 
"The Experimental College is a 
beginning," Dr. Clark added, "but 
we have to find a way to give 
students  credit (for the classes 
they would take) and the faculty 
credit for this 
teaching  load. I am 
in favor of a seminar program 
for
 all students." 
Currently, the SJS curriculum 
recognizes, under the Tutorials 





The  Experimental 
College
 proposes 
seminars on all levels
 of study. 
"While 





I don't favor a student
 takeover 
of curriculum
 planning. The main 
reason 








College could provide 
continuity  in 











bring today for 
therapy  are rarely 
struggles against social prohibi-
tions, but much
 more often are 
deficiencies within 
themselves,  such 
as the lack 
of
 potency or the lack 
of capacity to have strong feelings 
in responding
 to the sexual part-
ner." 
Dr. Rollo 
May,  fall forum lec-
turer, told this to a capacity audi-
ence in 
Morris Dailey Auditorium 
in a noon address yesterday. 
"The most common 
problem now 
is not social taboos on sexual activ-
ity or guilt
 feelings about sex in 
itself, but the fact that sex for 
so many people is an empty, me-
chanical and vacuous experience," 
the award winning psychologist 
and author stressed during yester-
day's lecture on "Dilemma in Sex 
and 
Love in Our Culture." 
The  lecturer said that now a 
man performs interocurse with the 
attitude of imploring the woman 
to "please be satisfied." This em-
phasis on technique 
backfires  in 
lack of passion. 
"If the man 
is mainly concerned 
with satisfying the woman, his full 
abandon and active strength do 
not  
come into the relationship,
 and in 
many cases this is precisely the 
reason the woman does not receive 
full 
gratfication,"  the psychiatrist 
asserted. 




something  one can do when 
one runs out of conversation  
continued to 
emphasize  the dilem-
ma in 
sex: "Highly vaunted sexual 
freedom becomes a sexual 
puritan-
ism, the alienation of body from 
mind." 
"The 
tendency to separate sexual 
activities from the 
rest
 of the self 
is 
illustrated
 by the puritan, but 
it is noted that libertinism, the 
opposite to puritanism,
 commits 
exactly the same error of separat-
ing sex from
 the self," declared 
Dr. May. 
'Oxford





By JIM RAUH 
Spartan
 Daily Staff 
Writer  
For 
the first time on the SJS 
campus
 a "verbal 
free-for-all,"  
better known as an 
Oxford  Union 
Debate,
 will be held tomorrow at 
3:45 p.m.
 in CH226. 
The debaters will 
attempt to 
resolve the issue: "That 
contracep-
tives
 should be 
available
 to SJS 








































consists  of 
four 
speeches
 of five 
minutes each,









 of the 
question),  and
 then an 
open -floor
 
debate  in 
which 
either  















































































hissing,  tiro,, 
ing, 
cheering  and clapping
 at any 




 that members of the 
audience
 sit on either the affirma-
tive 
or the negative 
sides of the 
house, but 
will  allow anyone 
to
 


















be S.TS speech 
majors  Sue Stamper 
and Bruce Compton. 
The negative 
side will 




 and Paul 
Murray, math 
major. 
As stipulated in 
the Oxford 





















































niques  of debate as 
well as allow-
Ing him the 






Any student or faculty
 
mem-
ber interested in free
 debate in 
any 





speaking in a format such as the 






13 19  



















































opportunity  in 
community  
relations. 
Citizens  dashing through the 
streets,  
on their shopping 
sprees,
 will have no 
reason to think about SJS.
 Only eight 
campus 
organizations
 registered for the 
program. 
Approximately 180 invita-
tions had been 
sent out. 
This is 
a particularly disturbing 
statistic 
because  45 business firms 
agreed to 





Metropolitan Associates, the Santa 
Claus of the proposed 
contest,  has 
agreed to hold the program 
again next 
year. 




 which has 
donated
 SJS schol-
arships and plans 
to investigate stu-
dent housing interests, has agreed to 
promote next year's contest earlier in 
the semester. This undoubtedly will 
help the chances for a successful pro-
gram.
 
The small number of entrants, how-
ever, is nonetheless alarming. Campus 




talk  about the 
anonymity
 of the 
college 
student
 on the large college or 
university 
campus  today. 
He is made to 
feel alone and reject-
ed as a 




as a seat number or a final
 grade. 
In
 reality he makes his own 
anonym-
ity. Does he want to 
communicate  with 
others? Does he want 
to
 feel accepted 
by
 a group or 
organization?  
If he really
 does, there is ample 
opportunity
 on this campus and other 
"large education factories" for any stu-
Ais-rit to 
in% olve himself in many activ-
ities and projects 




 almost innumerable campus 
church
 groups offer students a wide 
range of social as well as intellectual 
activities.
 
The political and social action 
groups, well defined and active on this 
campus. are other outlets for students 
to get involved in other




 every major 
field on the 
SJS 
campus
































identify with a group. 
If a 































he may, there are  people
 who 
are 







































































 on the sleigh 
a lot 




















It has been said
 that having a 
superficial  
knowledge  of a subject
 can be dangerous; 
it 
can
 mislead a person into an 
erroneous  con-
clusion. To 
carry this one step further,
 a 
conclusion based upon total 
ignorance can be 
tragic. 
Such is the logic of 
Frank Sweeney. His 
appalling ignorance of the free 
speech
 crisis 





 undoubtedly will cause 
rational students to 
forsake  any faith in his 
journalistic babblings 
they  may have accrued. 
I would like to 
challenge  some of Sweeney's 
alleged facts 
and  accusations. I am not 
chal-
lenging his opinions . . 
, only his "factual" 
premises: 
(1) The 
sympathy  rally for the U.C. 
stu-
dents was hurt
 tremendously by the heavy 
rain. I, as an SDS member,
 was not even 
aware that the Seventh Street rally had been
 
moved to 
Morris Dailey Auditorium. '21 
Swee-
ney's attendance figure
 of 200 obviously was 
taken from Rick Skinner's 
'another Spartan 
Daily wonder) story on 
Monday.
 This is a 
gross 
underestimate. Even the 
conservative  
San 
Jose Mercury estimated the audience
 to 
be "at least 




Dynamic  Duo was even present at 
the 
event they profess
 to know so much 
about. 
(3) The Free Speech 
Movement in 1964 did 
not "degenerate" into 
the  "filthy speech move-
ment." The two were 
heterogeneous.  The first 
resulted
 in the arrest of 814
 students, the 
second in 
eight  non -student 
arrests.
 One had 
the sanction and 
sympathy of the 
student  
body and the 
faculty,  the other was 
auton-
omous and spontaneous. 
I want again to 
emphasize  that I am chal-
lenging only  Sweeney's
 matter-of-fact mis-
statements; I hope his 
next  column does not 
cry about 
the hypocrisy of the New 
Left . 
how it champions 
free speech while trying to 
stifle  opposition ryes, 
Frank,  you of the Same 
Old 




I would like to request of 
Sweeney that in the future
 when he asserts 
the  New Left's desire to 
"dissent  for dissent's 
sake," he 
offer  evidence; that when 
he
 doubts 
the New Left 





 don't really "care
 about low wages
 
in the 
cafeteria,"  he tell us why; 
when  he 
accuses SDS 
members
 of anarchism, he 
sub-
stantiate
 it with fact and, if 










 he give 
us
 proof. 








 column. To 
you, Frank 
Sweeney, 
this is a 


































about  what 
might  have 
expected  




















how  it 
could  be 
con-
sidered in any















 But he 
forgets  that 
the value of 
a good challenge









































 in the 
USSR's  
constitution.  
Thus  he 
forgets 
that  there is 
supposedly 
some  differ-





two  nations. 






Sutter  departs front the 





truths with regard 
to judging capitalism 
to 
be good or evil. He seems 
willing to accept a 
corruption as an example of 
:in idea in its 
pure form. He 
asks  me to "find an 
example  
of pure communism"
 befote I decry its evils. 
He forgets that I 
have never said I 
was  
against 
the economic system of 
communism  
as found in an 
Israeli commune but rather
 
against the force and
 tyranny of "Commu-
nism" as found in the
 Soviet Union or Red 
China today. Thus Sutter 
accuses  me of being 
against something
 which I am not. He also 
thus sidesteps the 
challenge  to prove the 
"liberal" accusation that capitalism
 rather 
than collectivist force
 was responsible for 
the "social problems" of 
the past century. 
Sutter further proceeds to sidestep a little 
more in meeting 
my next two challenges in 
much the same manner as 
above. I might 
suggest that Sutter take some of his own 
advice with which he concluded his letter and 
remember next
 time he attempts to rebut me 
that "solutions will
 be no better than the 
premises, facts and logic upon which they are 
based." I would suggest that Sutter's "solu-





Asks,  'What 
Is Cooperation's Value?' 
Editor:
 
Since I have always
 believed that fraterni-
ties have the potential of providing a valuable 
and unique educational experience, I was 
dismayed
 that not the slightest hint of it 
could be found in 
a recent letter by Garth 
Steen, pieSident of Sigma Pi fraternity. 
He speaks of the value  of cooperative work 
on fraternity functions. But surely this is 
not an end in itself. What, then. is it valuable 
for? We are told that the fraternity experi-
ence is valuable in learning to adapt to society 
"after graduation." The proof offered for this 
is that an "almost unbelievable percentage of 
successful people in every field from business 
to politics are 
fraternity  members." 
I looked in vain in Mr. 
Steen's
 letter for 
any kind of 
genuine social 
concern,  or of 
interest in ideas, which is. after all, what 







an attempt to defend a conventional system 
of values by an ad hominem attack on the 










sidering  the 
methods used to 
defend
 his out-
look, if it was developed 
independently,
 
through rational deliberation. 
Nolxxly







 or to 
try to 












 But a 
college 
degree

























his  life. 
Without it, life cannot 

















acceptance of what is, then 





and  with it 
the 
unfulfilled  


























 of the Daily staff, I 
submit my annual letter on Viet Nam. Lincoln 
opposed the Mexican War; Mark Twain and 
Andrew Carnegie attacked U.S. suppression 
of the Philippine insurrection. They did not, 
of course, have to contend with our holy cru-
sade of anti -communism, but my point is 
that we Vietniks are in good company, his-
torically speaking. 
However, it is a company that is not organ-
ized, at least among the faculty. I don't 
see why we can't have
 at least a committee 
of correspondence, so that SJS faculty mem-
bers could, for example, have taken their 
place in the band of 
distinguished  scholars 
and peaceful patriots who picketed the Port 
Chicago facilities last week. We had better do 
our protest marching now, I think. It may not 
be allowed very much longer. 
A 
colleague  in the Business Department 
recently wrote a thoughtful letter to the 
Daily, asking why the United States can do 
nothing about this war. According
 to an 
article 
in Newsweek, North Vietnamese feelers 
for negotiations were reported by U Thant 
to the U.S. government on three
 separate 
occasions an each time were rejected out 
of hand. (On one occasion the 
U.S.  did not 
even deign to reply to the Secretary General.) 
In the present state of international anarchy, 
what more can the U.N. do? 
If we 
cannot  believe in the 
good
 faith of 
our adversaries sufficiently to 
listen  to their 
proposals, the only 
alternative obviously is 
to 
annihilate  them. And that is 
just
 what we 
are doing. 
Robert D. Pepper 
Assistant Professor, 









































 only on 
 remainder
-of -semester
 basis.  
Full  
academic
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Copy Editor
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A new idea 
had taken hold: 
The people were
 doing it fine; 
They decided 






 time.  
They 











 their loved 
ones 
Was




downtown  the 
dealers 
With 



















 the land, 
Even the merchants
 felt differently 
And closed the
 old selling stand.
 
Homeward
 they turned tired
 feet. 
To
 the loved ones waiting
 there, 
Giving 
and taking the 
goodness 
And 
feeling that life 
was quite fair. 
And the last
 words they said, 
Why 
you know them all right, 
Were  "Merry 
Christmas,
 you all, 
And 
you  just have a 
good  night." 
This tale's not true 




 a Christmas 






 of course, 
Is to 
get you to reason 
Of the











Spartan Daily ASB Reporter 
I've been wondering just how long Grad-
uate Representative and SDS 
leader Phil 
Whitten can continue making statements
 
and promises to the
 student body before 
students stop listening to him or he starts 
backing
 up his over-zealous  mouth with 
a little action. 
Since the 
begitming  of the year, he has 
been in 
the campus news making revolu-
tionary proposals and, with 
only  one pos-
sible exception, so far all that 
has resulted 
from them is varying 
degrees of nothing. 
It all began last 
September  when 
Whit-
ten proposed a 




 In three in-depth
 front 
page stories, the
 Daily revealed 
his plans 
directed at 
the City Council for
 a large 
student park -in, as well
 as plans for a 
shuttle
 bus service 







the new campus 













that  the head 
librarian  





















campus,  he 
attained some
 sort of 
sanctity 




advertised  that 
Mario  Savio 
might  attend the 
SJS Berkeley 
sympathy  







 leave 8,000 
student 
strikers  to 
come and 
speak  to a 
crowd  of 400 
curiosity 
seekers.
 After he 
didn't show,
 the 400 
quickly
 dwindled
 to a 































 were not fulfilled,  he 
would ,to 
all he 









concerning  the annual 
Christmas
 





 it a 
violation
 of the separa-
lion








of the graduate 
students  on that council. 
Recently
 he criticized the Daily for its 
policy in determining what stories actually 
were 














































































































































































Rainer Maria Rilke's 
"Requiem 
for the 
Death  of a 
Boy"





































 Trinwith, senior 
drama 
major. 
Judges for the final readings 
are 
Dr.  Vio Mae Powell, former 
chairman of the 
Speech  and 
Drama  Department at Idaho 
State College, 































contest coordinator, will present 
the award. 
"Catalog," a color film featur-
ing computer designs, will be 





The award was begun 17 years 
ago by an anonymous done/ who 
gave
 
$150  to the Drama Depart-
ment. The 
fund has since been 
augmenter
 by proceeds from SJS 
Readers Theatre productions, 
next 




Kaucher  award is named 
after the SJS 











on four bases: choice of material,
 
understanding















Circle  Star Bill 
The Circle 
Star Theater in 
San 
Carlos  will present 
Trini 
Lopez 




18,  Besides Lopez, 
the bill 
will feat ure 
guest  comedians 
Marty Allen 
and Steve Rossi. 
Tickets are 
available at the 
Circle 
Star box office 
and  all 
Mail orders
 should be 
KAUCHER ORAL 
INTERPRETATION  Contest 





 are Cynthia Coutts, frosh 
psychology  
major; Benita 






by Vince  
StrecInG
 
Behind them, from left, are Steve Trinwith, sen-
ior drama major; 
Natalie Thompson, junior 
speech major, and Craig Niesler, 
sophomore  





Documentary,  Propaganda. 
agencies. 
sent to the 
theatre, P.O. 
Box, 
1117,  San Carlos. 
Other performers
 booked by 
Sammy 
Lewis  and Danny
 Dare 
for the 




Liberace,  January 
31 -
Feb. 5; Roger
 Miller plus the 
Doodletown 
Pipers,
 Feb. 7-12; 
Hawaiian  entertainer 
Don  Ho 
and 
the  Allis, 
Feb.





(EDITOR'S NOTE: There has been 
much debate as to whether to-
morrow's Classic Film is documen-
tary or propaganda.
 The former 
view,  in the minority, is argued 
here by Bill Riley, 
senior advertising 
major 




and who has 
visited
 Germany.) 
Brazil  '66, Feb. 21-26.
 
13.1 010 1.01 
Cam,
 r Tra. 
Now!
 You can just say
 
"Charge It" 
When buying new 
books,  used 
, books, paper




the  State Book t 
hop.  Any ap-
proved
 oil company
 or other 
credit  
card will be gladly 
accepted.  
State 
Book  Shop 
389 
S.




Friday 9 to 9 
Saturday 






































huggers, in plaids, 
stripes
 and checks. 
$8.95


















 noon to 12 
midnight  
open 
frt.Sat.  12 
noon  to 2 
a.m.  
By BILL RILEY 
When 
you  combine a brilliant 
film editor and a Nazi party 
rally, you
 are bound to produce 
an amazing film. "Triumph of 
the Will" by Leni Riefenstahl is 
just 
such a film. 
"Triumph of 
the Will," this 
week's
 Classic Film, to be shown 
at 3:30 and 7 p.m. in Morris 
Dailey, was  
made as a filmic 
record of the
 1934 Nuremburg 
Party rally. Since its release in 
1936, however, "Triumph of the 
Will" and editor Leni
 Riefenstahl 
have 
been the centers of almost 
constant controversy. 
When the film was released, 
it was immediately labeled 
as 
Nazi propaganda and as a result 
it has been banned or suppressed 
in almost every country of the 
world at one time or another. 
As an example, the film was 
confiscated by the
 United States 
Justice
 Department in 1941 after 
Pearl Harbor. It was not re-
leased 
from Justice Department 
jurisdiction until 1963, almost 20 
years after World War H ended. 
"Triumph of the 
Will" is cer-
tainly an impressive film. How-
ever, this seems to be the 
only 





 of the Will" is a true 
historical document. Unlike per-
suasive  films, it is made 
without  
narration and the viewer 
is
 left 
to make his 
own judgment. 
The Nuremburg Party rallies 
were annual events for 
the Nazis 
and, one year after Hitler be-








By ELAINE GRAVES 
Spartan Daily Staff Writer 
It's that time of year again. 
Students dig deep in their poc-
kets and hunt up the last bank 
balance,
 only to discover they 
have little extra money to buy 
Christmas
 gifts. 
What to do? The gift of just 
giving one's time and effort is 
gone 
these  days. But it still re-
mains the least expensive, yet 
most 
appreciated  and remember-
ed 
one.
 Too much emphasis  
is 





usually  don't think of 
the 
gift  of a favor. 
For example, 
a coed can 





 nights" on 
a Christmas 
card





possibility  is a 
card with the 
words, 
"I
















don't  cost  any 
money.  They only 
cost  the time 
of thinking about what a student 
can 
do to make 
someone
 else 
happy. It is a gift of volunteer 
work which benefits 
both giver 
and  receiver far more than the 
material wealth of an 
expensive  
gift. 
A special book recommended 
by a professor, 
but one which a 
student couldn't buy because of 
all the other 
required
 books he 
needed, would be appreciated as 
a Christmas gift.  
One doesn't necessarily have 
to be an art major or a home 
economics major to paint, sculpt, 
cook or sew a gift. 
Homemade 
gifts still
 remain a favorite. No 
machine can ever accomplish the 
extra care and 
time  expended to 
create a 
distinctive  gift which 
the giver made 
himself.  
The 
giver with a wealth of 
imagination, rather 
than  a 
wealth 
of money, is fortunate
 
enough to 
give the treasured gift 
of 





 You Should 
Move 
to





 & 3 -Bedroom Apartments 
2  All 




Large Pools Sc 2 Saunas 

















personally commissioned Leni 
Riefenstahl, a well-known
 Ger-
man actress, to film the 1934 
rally. 
Miss Riefenstahl proceeded to 
organize a crew of 93 camera-
men. The camera crews
 were 
positioned  all over the huge rally 
stadium, some even
 working from 
small rail cars and balloons. 
But, what is 
most  amazing, 
from the technical standpoint,
 




 devoted to editing 
the film into the three 
hour film 
released. 
(The Classic Film 
ver-
sion which will be shown is a 
two-hour version.) 
No matter what your final 
judgment, "Triumph of the Will" 
is a fascinating film to view,
 and 
it will 
give  you a unique glimpse 
of Nazi Germany. 




in and let our factory trained
 






San  Fernando 

















and  Marc Roberts, 
senior industiral relations
 major, 
will be co-hosts 
of a Christmas 
show
 to be 
broadcast
 live on 
KSJS,
 campus radio 
station  90.7 
111C. from 
9:30-10 p.m. tomorrow. 
"Spirit of Christmas '66"
 will 
he 
the theme of the program 
produced
 by 
Mike  Brinks, 
sopho-









The program will broadcast
 






ceremony  in front 
of the Engineering
 Building. 
At 715 p.m. KSJS will broad-
cast the varsity -alumni basket-
ball game from the 
Men's Gym 




remainder  of the program 
will largely be spontaneous ac-
cording to the 
hosts. Anchor 
position  of the program will 
be 
SE/121, and SJS students are 
welcome to 
stop  by fin. refresh-
ments.
 
SIERRA SKI LODGING 
The
 













for  $6 per day, 
weekends 
included,





























 Friday a.m. 
...110....143.4.0.3111.41./11.....1.4)./.1KAIXIMJSK.41,T,J11,1.0.1.k...TOL












STUDENT'S DINNER   
Choose from 
Roast





































(81/2' x One 
Side,  Including Paper) 








(INSTA-PRINT  DIVISION) 














hill Range of Sizes 
Pierced and Pierced Looking
 Earrings 





















































of any league 
caliber, it could be 
one of 
the  better 








regulars  from last 
year's  
, team and others 
from  recent years 
join 
together  as an Alumni
 squad 
, to face the varsity 
at 8 p.m. 
S. T. 
Sa-ffold, the 
Spartans  No. 
2 all-time 
scorer,

























  of 
self-interest























issued  book titled, 'A 
Plea for Sanity 











 think Dr. 
Gilbaugh  has 










The book has 
been
 listed in: 
The Rotarian 
Magazine  
Publishers'  Weekly 
Vertical File
 Index 
Dr. Gilbaugh's Plea for














































host of other returnees 
will  lead 
the Alumni troops. 
Besides the three, Harry Ed-
wards and Joe Braun may make 
appearances. 
Edwards,  a giant at 
6-4 and 235 pounds, and Bratm. 
another bulky ex -center, would 
provide plenty of height
 and size. 
Although












 team to the 
workshed, but 
it won't matter if 
he 
does forget to bring his switch. 
It isn't that Friday's 60-52
 loss 
to 





 much, but he is 
planning 
to stress fundamentals 
again.
 
The frosh will try again to even  
its season record tomorrow eve-
ning at 6 against the Spartan 
junior varsity in the 
preliminary  
to the Alumni game. 
Friday the Spartababes travel 
to Monterey to 
face Monterey 
Peninsula College. 
Injury problems are continuing 
to hamper Morrison's team. Cohy 
Dietrick, 6-9 
center
 may not he 
ready for Wednesday's game al-
though he is expected back Friday. 
Guard and captain Dave Malkin
 
suffered a heart fibulation 
late in 
Friday's contest at San Mateo and 
could have to 
forego basketball. 
Morrison is 
waiting  for tests until 
a final decision is 
made. 
In high school Malkin suffered 
the same injury in his junior 
year,  
but tests showed that he was com-
pletely healed. 
After battling back to knot the 




 juMped off to an 
early lead in the second period. 
"We let them
 off the hook," 
Morrison said. 
"We let them take 
command late in the game. I 
guess
 
that is a 
characteristic  of a fresh-
man team." 
Morrison  singled out center Ken 
Harness for rebounding and 
defen-
sive work. Harness
 has been re-
placing  Dietrick for the 
past  two 
games and 
will probably start to-
morrow 
if Dietrick is still out. 
The 
r ookie coach was 
also 
pleased




Stahl  and Joe 
Salmi.  










paced  tho Spar-
tababes






























-  - 
For pretty holiday 














































South Second Street  
286-2610
 
squad is not yet 
known.  SJS offic-
ials expect 
to add some speed 
with  
former  guards like 
Jack  Gleason, 
Ron 
Labetich





varsity will have 
plenty of counter
-talent.  After see-
ing seven players 






























mark  a 
101. 
ALL -TOURNEY SELECTION
  Don McConnell parlayed pro-
ductive scoring and defensive games 
into  an All -Tourney berth 
at the Knights of Columbus Tournament in 
Portland,
 Ore., last 
weekend.
 The husky forward scored a season high of 26 points 
in a losing cause 
against  
Los  Angeles State Friday night, 
and 
came back
 with 13 points and numerous rebounds in the
 Spar-
tans' record breaking 
performance in S..turday night's console.' 
tion game



















































via a pin. 



































137;  Mike 
Kenna  topped 
Jack 










































Clark Heinrich, 191, and Roger 
Miller won the heavyweight crown 
over Bill Meyer. 
JUDO TOI'RNAMENT 
The Novice
 Judo Tournament, 
under the direction of judo coach 
Yosh 
Uchida  and director
 Roger 
Miller, opens today.  
Competition will be held, in five 
weight classes: 135, 150, 165 and 
185 pounds and 
heavyweight.  
BASKETBALL  TOI*RNAMENT 
Anyone interested in entering 
a 
team 
in the pre -season
 intramural 
basketball  tounrament 
must  attend 
a captain's 
meeting
 tomorrow at 
3:30 p.m. in MG201. 
The 
tournament will start 
Thursday, Jan. 5 and 
he used to 
guide 
Intrathural
 Director Dan 
Unruh in 
classifying






































































































were  53 








































































































Smith.  Joe 






San  Jose's victory 
gave
 them the 
Consolation 
title.  
LAS.  who topped 
SJS  79-67 the 
opening




























 Saturday. "It 
was
 a 
igreat  win for 
us
 after our








 this so 
it














 not an 
official 
I 
game,  should 
prep the 











two  dates with 
Nevada on 
Dec.  20 
and 21, a 















Swim coach Tom 
O'Neill is still 
on 
the lookout 
for  freshman 
swim-
mers
 and divers. 
"We have not 
had
 any inquiries
 so far," 
notes  
the 











divers  as the 
Spartababes  lack
 
any  at 
present.
 "Even 
those  with 
limited
 experience are
 welcome to 
turn out,"












 San Carlos 




9ujiyama 9rdest4 Real:wind 
Lunches and dinners
 featuring sukiyaki, seafood, teriyaki chicken 
and teriyaki steaks in a delightful atmosphere. 













People  in love have a arazy









you want to 
make
 a mistake, forget about 
lovei  
when you're
 buying a 
diamond  ring.
 
If you'd like some expert






from  \ 
$150
 to 
over  $1000. 





















































returned  to his 
regular
 
top-flight  form 
that had 
persisted his first










performer came within 














HAND  Rugged 
Dan Swenson, 
grappling  at the 





 Hugh Mumby's de-
pendables 









through  the dual 
sea-
son in 
undefeated  style. He 
did 
lose 




he still managed to take 





































































 LEAN JEWELERS  Our 62nd Year 

















































































nasts in the country, did not par-
ticipate because of the death of his 
high  school coach. 
Some of the luster of the Spar-
tans' attack was taken out after 
the meet when Jeff Wolfe, the 
other half of SJS' all-around duo, 
informed coach Clair Jennett that 
he 




reasons  presumably. 














Spartans'  Doug 
Hills placed second in 
the 
event, 
for his second successive
 second 





for the Spartans' 
only
 
placer in the top 10. 
Coppola added a 
10th
 place in 
the side horse,












The Spartan wrestling team will 
enjoy a early rest until Jan. 6 after 
a 
hectic early season schedule. 
The 
next contest for the unde-
feated
 Spartans will be their 
toughest of the season Jan. 6 when 
they host the 
always  
strong  Fresno 
State  Club. 
The Bulldogs 
finished  second in 
the Northern California Invitation-




 Gary Lorenl led a 
five
-man SJS contingent
 to the 
Mare 
Island
 Invitational. Lorenz, 
a transfer from 
Foothill College, 
finished  third of 39 
wrestlers  in the 
154 class. Lorenz 




WIN  4th 
Dan  Swenson, 137; L.Q. Starling, 
114.5, 
gained  fourths for the Spar-
tans while Joe Silva 
and Phil Chan 
also  participated.
 
Swenson  WM in the semifinals 
r by one point after wrestling six 
I overtime periods. 
TAKE 
TWO  
Silva won two 
matches  before 
Injuring his shoulder and 
being 




 # pair of 
dual  
matches and tournaments, the 
Spartaris have displayed 
strength  
in some divisions,
 but will have to 
improve 
in
 others to 
battle
 with 
some of the 
stronger
 teams later 




Gary Ramstetter,  
Mike  Herschfelt. 
Paul Balling
 
and  klch Popejoy 
have yet to be 




forth  a 
good team effort in just about 
every remaining match to 
win, 
predicted 
Mumby.  Ile will espec-
ially have 




and iton State at 
home anti 
Stanford wil also 
be nip 
and tuck." 
horse and closed out his productive 
night 



















have  to be revamped
 
follow-

















three  events 
this  year, the 
coach 
commented.  




































still  has 










Decent*,  17 1 CWA !SPARTNN 






































































Travel  can 
make a 


























































Pull the trigger.  ... and Bang! a light! 












 gas foes 








 by limed°. This Ingenious 
tittle
 
gadget  walks across the bar Carry-
ing an 
ounce  of liquor. Splits 
nOt  a drop. 
Just airn it at your thirstiest gusset 
Tankard




hand antiqued. Holds 31/2 
quads of 


































 by temente. For the 
ma 
who likes to putter around










Folding Umbrella ... for little fold-
ing
 money! One second a useful um-
brellathe next folds back to handy 
briefcase size. $13 
World  lime Alarm Clock. What globe-
trotting 
friend 
wouldrtj  welcome this 















awisliiwa.  No 




























Bristles  With 
Sales' :
 ion 





who,  got the 
button?  







table  on 
Seventh  Street 
yesterday
 where 

























































































1/2  Price 
996
 
to 247 5 
BANK










see nowise Slialtt LOS MULES, WATTS!
 






S. 4th St. 








is not on  our side;
 Tax 
Churches; I feel fine,
 feel me; I 
'lilt a nudist Buddhist; Legalize 
spiritual discovery; God is alive in 
the White House; Win with Jesus; 
America needs 
Phrenology; The 




World  is Flat; U.S. 
Marine 
Corps Builds 
Oswalds;  Stamp Out 
Reality;
 Reality is a Crutch;
 LSD 
--Melts in your mouth, not in your 
hand; and
 Pray




was requested by 
Students  for a 





and designer to 
earn enough money 
to 
return to school. 
She had to 
stay out of school
 last semester 
after 













day, Dec. 13, 
for elementary. 
Ferris State 




for  college 
:caching jobs. 
Ceres 
Unified  (Ceres, near
 Stock-












majors  are 



































scending  a fire
 pole in 
her  home. 
At the time 







San  Francisco. 
She now plans
 to 
return to school for
 the winter 
term which begins in three weeks. 
After










 services for Betty 
Ann 
Mezzo, 21 -year -old 
SJS  home eco-
nomics major, were 
scheduled
 for 
9 a.m, today at the Laurel Chapel 
of Albert Engel and Company, 
3300
 High St., 
Oakland,  in the 









Miss Brezzo died of a 
lingering 
illness Dec. 10 in Oakland. The 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John 
Brezzo, 2840 Steinmetz Way, Oak-
land, the sophomore was a native 
of 
Oakland.  
She was graduated with 
honors  
from Bishop O'Dowd 
High School 
In
 1963 and was granted a Cali-
fornia state
 
scholarship to the 
Uni-
versity 
of Southern California, 
where she attended school in her 
freshman 
year






















obtaining  a 








 63 S. Fifth




























will  be 
held 

































































cafeteria.  A 
German
 ta-




































































































' Th  
Professionals" 
-The 
Naiad  Prey" 





























































































































on "Alcoholism and the 
Business  
Man."  The 






















 3:45 p.m., C11226. 
An Oxford 
Union
 debate will he 
held dealing
 with the
 topic of 
con-
traceptives  


















Crowd" that has found a new 
way 
to meet Interesting, 
exciting
 
































Dept.  sn 
4110
 N. First St. 
San Jose, Calif. 
PHONE:  287-1053 
joined 
Gary  McPherson 
from 
Berkeley to create,  manufacture 
and 
distribute  buttons. To produce
 
the buttons, she cuts photographs 
or slogans from magazines, sends 
them for 'buttonization' to Robert 
Rush, 
former  president  of the 
Wobblies, who presses them into a 
tin shell and 
clasp.
 
"I've been collecting buttons for 
years. My own collection, over 850, 
is on 
display
 at the Blue 
Unicorn,
 





Hero buttons enjoyed 
popularity 
as students snapped up pins 
pic-
turing Bob Dylan, the Beatles--
individually,
 Allen Ginsberg, Cas-
sius Clay, David Ben - 
Gurion.
 
George Wallace, Eichmann, mari-
juana plants, and Santa Claus. 
The average price of each button 
is 25 cents. It is estimated that 
Miss Nathe 
has a stock of more 
than 1.000. After opening 
her stand 
early yesterday 
morning,  the grin-
ning sociology major was besieged
 
by button collectors, Christmas 




guaranteed to irritate par-
ents,









POLITICAL  ADVERTISEMENT 


























































 ***** * 
a 




 100 members 
from 
AMA  
went into the air on a 




 party. The flight,
 which 
originated  from 
the  San Jose 
Air-
port, 





























aisle of the 
plane to 
hand  each 
and every

























 in the air,
 the Boe-
ing 





























 Top quality steel 
construction 





Pau _ C yc__J 
1435 
The Alameda, San Jose 
293-9766 
Open Tues.-Set. 8:30
 a.m.-6 p.m. 
Thurs. until 9 p.m. 



































for the complete 
collegiate  experience 
worship 
this
































Mrs. S. Claus 
Held 
Over  3rd 









This Year Go to 
San Jose's Only 
Action New Year's Eve 
Party  
DANCE TO THE MUSIC 
OF THE 






CAN  EAT, 
ALL YOU CAN DRINK, 
FREE DOOR PRIZES. 










WANTED:  HAIRCUTS. You raise 
it.  we 
cut it. Pete's Barber Shop. 
Two barbers. 
Home hair 
cuts repaired for 
$1.80. 58 S. 
4th 
Street,  














AUTOMOTIVE  (2) 
'57 
VW. Good condition. 
Sunroof,  R/H. 
New 
upholstery.
 Best offer 
over $400. 
184  S. Ilth. 
286-0409.  
MGA.  BLACK, vinyl 
hardtop
 and slide 
side 








 MG MIDGET. Has
 all accessories. 
$300 for oluity 
and take over 
payments  
of $48 par month. 734 0541. 
'66 





over  $30 
monthly payments.
 Call Jack, 349.3618.
 
'63 VW. R/H.
 healer, now tires, 
ski  
rack,  
medium  blue, good
 
condition.  Call  287-
0934.
 
'64 350 HONDA SCRAMBLER. Excellent 
condition and 
extra  fast. $500. See in he 
evenings. 351 S. 
11th
 Apt. 8. 
'57
 MGA, rebuilt engine and dutch. 
Wire 
wheels,  radie, heater 
and  new top. 
292.2347 after 6 pm. 
'67 FORD. Good 



















FOR SALE 131 
DIAMOND  





.32 cts.  in 14 kt. 
white  





245.3567.   
FOR 
SALE. Ski 


































































 GIRL Room & 
board,












block  to 
bus. 
PART  TIME. 







































paid. 453 S 









































651  Nordale, 
TWO CONTRACTS for ssle, women's 
boarding 
house.
 for spring semester. 
Must sell! Contact Bobbie, 
295-9497.
  
MALE STUDENT wanted 
to share
 large 
4 bedroom house near collage. $31 a 
month. Call Rink Sherman, 295-6790
 
after  8 
p.m.  or 227.7100, Ett. 4171 daily. 
THINKING OF 
MAKING  A CHANGE? 




hood, Kitchen,  living room & laundry 
privileges.
 TV. library & sound lab. $50 
per 
month.  Call 
295-5138  about every 





























out  and 
clip 












































































































city   





   
lasts)
 








 to share two bedroom 
apt. 
with  three other 
girls.
 $41 per 
month.  545 S. 7th, 
Apt,  12. 295-1899. 
LARGE CLEAN 
room for two male
 stu-
dents. Quiet atmosphere.
 $30 per per-
son. 





non-drinker. Limited kitchen privileges. 
Linens. 
$37.50. 475 S. 
14th. 
MEN. Bright, 
quiet,  single room with 
kitchen, living room. T.V. 
& parking. No 
contract. $40 per mo. 532 S. 9th. See
 
Rick
 or 264-3994 after 6 p.m. 
KENNEDY 
HALL CONTRACT
 for sale. 
Spring semester. 
Call  Patty at 286-5549 
after 
10:30  p.m.  
GIRL 
ROOMMATE  wanted to 
share  3 -
bedroom,  furnished 





month,  all utilities paid. 453 S. 
100, or call 287-0969



















rates on auto insurance. 
Liability
 net $67 













teed. 243-6313. 9 cm. to 6 p.m. 




















 Typing in 
my home. 
I.B.M. 





































































264.9275  after 7:30 p.m. 
To place
 an ad: 




 - J206 
Deily  


































































 by Cindy Lyle 

























JOSE,  CALIFORNIA, 
TUESDAY,  DECEMBER
 13, 1966 










I welcome this opportnuity to wish you all the best dur-
ing the holiday season and into the New Year. 
The New Year will greet the initiation of a new
 trend in 
mental College.
 
student -oriented education at San Jose StateThe Experi-
The New Year will also see the reality of the San Jose 
State Winter Carnival at South Lake Tahoe's Heavenly 
Valley. 
During the year, renowned artists, such as the Don 
Cossack Chorus and Dancers, 
the Modern Jazz Quartet, and 
the Romeros will perform on campus. 
Jean Houston, Colin Wilson, and Joshua Logan will be 
just a few of the spring's featured speakers. 
A student -oriented survey will be taken to determine 
how the A.S.B. officers can better serve the wants and needs 
of the student 
populace. 
Next year will he a challenge of new ideas, but it is a 
challenge that I hope will be met with renewed and con-
tinuing 
student
 interest and enthusiasm. 















By JOE DEVLIN 
Spartan Dolly Staff Writer 
On Friday, November 4, the 
Arno 
River in Florence overflowed 
its banks, 
leaving thousands of 
families homeless. Two SJS stu-
dents were there. Their plea for a 
Christmas fund to buy Christmas 
gifts for 
the children of that dev-
astated city, has 
started  a campus -
wide drive to send 










the  drive when he received
 
a letter from 
Joan  La Torre, an 
SJS scholar studying
 at the Uni-
versity of 
Florence  under the inter-
national programs
 of the Califor-
nia State Colleges. In it she ex-
pressed her grief at the devasta-
tion in that city. The birthplace 
of 





people you like. 
See
 Cal Book ad on 
page
 38 
cent city was gutted by the flood, 
destroying many fabulous
 works of 
art, and ruining many 
homes
 
"The thing which makes me 
happy after this terrible disaster," 
the letter states, "is to see the 
people joining forces and
 working 
to rebuild their city. Even Ameri-
can students have volunteered to 
help in places where they are 
most 
needed. I worked for a time Satur-
day afternoon, and it 
gave
 me 
great satisfaction to know that in 
a very small way I was 
helping 
to bring the city back to nor-
mality. 
"The scene here is 
still very 
ugly," she said, "Ed (Edward 
Puc-
cinelli, the other 
SJS student) and 
I took 
a walk to his house
 to pick 
up mail. We waded through 
mud  
to
 get there and we 
could  see the 
water marks 
on the buildings. 
It 
reached 13 feet in 
several places." 
In a 




 "We are 
ask-
ing you to 
make a small
 contribu-
tion to help 
this
 historic city 
re-
emerge as 

























 of this kind
 was in 














Fund" and sent to 
Mrs. William 

















behalf of the 
faculty and 
administration
 of San Jose 
State 
College I wish
 to extend 
to













 of the season 
is universal 
Heartfelt wishes
 for world 
peace 
and  the 
fellowship
 of man fulfill 








































































































































 is a time 
of good 














"Christmas  is 




















ing  good 

















































































































being  at 
home 





 to a 
love 
feast,  






























































































12.  1961  
Christmas























. . . Ken 































































 the scene 
is the new 





independence  in 
his 
wardrobe.  The 
new look in-
cludes 
wide  ties 
(up




stripes  and 









































blazer  sport 
coat  is 
especially  













































































 continue for 
many 


















































stores in any 
color






continue  to 
be the 




















sport  shirt. 
Other  than the 
solid 


















 sleeve she I 
VAT) 
its, I 



























blight greens and 
blends of colors 
seem to be the 
well -dressed




 yellows and 







with  a sherpa 
can 
be found whenever the air 
is 
chilly.  These 
coats,








 and wool. 
London's
 Mod -look 
is
 quite evi-
dent  in men's 
fashions  this year. 
Velour pull



















 are still 
novel  but will 
catch 
on in the months






















































Liz  Bored 
 
. . Mike Morrissey 
Ken Win 
. . . K.:..ren
 McIver and
 Rudy Luehs 





















































































E. Santa Clara 



















 a boon 
for  the sometimes
 
skier,  
for snow bunny youngsters likely to out-









everything  in 
every size 
range 
at most reasonable weekend and week-
ly rates. And Macy's convenient ski 
rental weekend runs from Thursday at 
6 
p.m.


















wood,  metal or fiber 
glass with 
offset steel interlocking 
edges. All rent-
al skis have
 no -wax Kofix
 base 
treat-
ment. FULL RELEASE 
BINDINGS  with 
two-way toe piece and full front
 throw 
SANDLER OF 













Ski Shop, (lower 
level), Macy's 
Valley  Fair 
. . . Kathy Washington 






Virginia Writes Santa 
Claus,  
Wants





Tuesday, December. 13, 1966 SPARTAN  DAILY -3D 





sail fernatulo  
By ELAINE CRAVES 
Spartan





My name's Virginia and I'm a 
SJS  coed. I'm writing to tell
 you
 
what kind of clothes I'd like you 
to bring me for Christmas. 
Really, I've been quite good this 





And I got a 
"B"  on toy political 
science midterm, when I thought 




 I've been checking
 







 in the 
wildest 
color  
combos  burgundy, yellow,  navy 
or chartreuse. They're lashed in 
diagonal stripes or patterned in the 
op-art 
designs.  
Bright bolts of 
color  are 
really  




charging in purple, arid -green
 or 
hot pink. 
A creamy knit 
suit and a 
knitted
 
skimmer dress would protect 
me
 
. . . Sally 
Kolthoff 
from the cold winter winds. Hint 
hint, 
Santa.  
One of the latest fashion tips 





to the "poor 
boy" 
family. 
English designer Mary Quant 
won't let the world forget the mod 
style --- everything's mini now. 
Crinkle cotton shirts pair off with 
the ever -so 
popular
 mini skirts. 
Did you know these skirts have 






And Santa, I've found the most 
darling winter coats a la military!
 
The 









I'm a snow bunny from the word 
go! This winter's ski scene ward-
robes dazzle in 
bright  colors and 
narrower 
lines.  Breaking from the 
traditional nylon 
stretch pants are 
the quilted stretch nylon jump-
suits with 
small,
 fitted caps 
to 
match.  I even 
noticed






with a small 
cow-
-
 . . Liz 
Borad  
boy hat. Remember.  I'm 
going  
skiing  over the holidays, 
Santa. 
I'll be 
doing lots of partying 
too.
 Party clothes 
glimmer,  glint, 
and 





 wool, crepe, satin,
 and silk 













 the dressy 














appear  on legs all 
over the 
campus - white lace
 or 









 go great 
with  the 
stockings.  Vinyl 
boots  shine on 
through puddles


























































































 Is A 
Warm  Puppy. 
 
Snoopy  and 



















 DAILY Tuesday, December























words from the Bible 






































































 of the 
premiere 
requesting "the
 Favour of 
the Ladies 































STORE FOR MEN 
Downtown






































































































* STRIKING NEW 
GIFT PACKAGING 
* With All Purchases 
CHOOSE YOUR CHARGE 
PLAN 
 ,bi i 
AN 1,,su 'go 
", , 
Ch.rle  
r.:APD OP FIRST NATIONAL 
CAR1;
 WELCOMI 












Street.  The Gentlemen 
are desired to come without their 
swords." 
The oratorio, 




ery, is in three parts. The 
first  
uses for its text the proprecies 
of the coming of Christ and the 
story of the Nativity. The second 
deals 
with  the life,  
suffering  
and 
death of the Savior, and the third 
expresses  religious faith. 
Part
 I includes the recitative 
"Comfort  Ye, My People." and the 
arias "Every 
Valley  Shall Be Ex-
alted," and "But Who May Abide?" 
The music makes heavy
 demands 
upon the solo voices and upon the 
choruses which sing, "0 Thou That 
Tellest Good Tidings to 
Zion,"  and 
"For Unto Us a Child is Born." 
The 
opening
 chorus of the sec-
ond part. "Behold, the 
Lamb of 
God," introduces 
the  life of Christ 
and is followed
 by the 
contralto  
solo "He Was Despised."
 There 
are several more
 dramatic solos 
and 
choruses which reach







 to which every 
audience  
still 
rises, a tradition 
established 
by King 
George  III of England. 
Part 











 is the Lamb 
of God," 
and  "Amen." 
Soloists  for the 
college perform-
ance 


































Christmas  Is 

















lights  dim and the 
audience 
rustles its 
skirts  and 
straightens
 its tic 
once  more 
and 
settles












think of the 
work that 
went into the 
polishing  and 
the 
skill and talent







 can understand or 
fully 
appreciate every note and 
phrase
 in the 
composition.  How 
could they? 
That privilege is re-
served 
for  the musicians 
and the 
director who 
have worked so long
 








first part of the 
LAST MINUTE preparation for this 
year's  presentation of the 
Messiah,
 tonight at 8 at the Civic
 Auditorium, are being 
made
 
by the four featured soloists 
and director. From left are soloists 
Edwin 
Dunning,  bass; Ellen Carter, contralto; 
Helene  Joseph, 
soprano; 
Frederick  Loadwick, tenor; 


























common  than 
their solo 
roles in 
























been  singing the "Mes-
siah" for







appeared  as 
soloists 
since  the 
"Messiah"












 writing for 
the bass voice is 
some  of the finest 
In the bass 
repertoire." 








This  year Dr. 
Dunning  will 
be performing 
the work three 
times- at 
the Civic 
Auditorium,  at 
Stanford Memorial Chapel 
and at 
the 







since  the 
age 







 Fine Arts and 
Juilliard 
Graduate 
School  in New 
York City. 
At that time 
he
 realized a stu-. 





was  paid 
by 
scholarships,  and 









was  a mem-
ber of 
the Robert 
Shaw  Chorale 
from the time it 
was formed in 
1946 until
 1954, performing
 in the 
major 
choral works








 with NBS 
Sym-




 in the 
Buxtehude 
"Cantata," the Bach 
"Magnificat," "T h e Christmas 
Story," and "On Wenlock Edge." 
Dr. Dunning was associated
 with 
the San Francisco
 Conservatory as 
resident 
teacher
 of voice and head 
of
 the Opera Workshop. 
He
 also 
was a director with 
the Oakland 
Civic Light Opera Company. 
Long 
active in church music, 
Dr. Dunning was the 
first Chair-
man of Music 
for  the Los Angeles 
Church Federation and Minister 
of 
Music at Glide Memorial 
Methodist  
Church in 
San  Francisco. 
Director of SJS' Opera Work-
shop, he will direct the campus 
production of Hindemith's "The 
Long Christmas Dinner," 
based  on 
the
 play by Thornton Wilder. 
He
 
was  musical director of the recent 
presentation of "Music Man." 
fr 
At 1 
... ..... . 
 
Make 











make  great gifts 
because you 
give  years of 
fun 
and just about




 Yamahas are 
so easy 
to 
ride.  (If you 
can  ride a 






























for the second straight year. It's no wonder 
Yamaha with proven oil injection, is the
 top 
selling 
2 -stroke sportcycle in 
the U.S. 
Come in soon  and let us help you 
choose  
the Yamaha model to suit the special person 
on your list. When you 
see the happiness in 
his  eyes on Christmas morning,


















prophesy  of 
the 
Savior  and the 
birth of the 
Child. 
The second 





























end  of the 
second









siah"  this 
evening 
at 8 wil 
mark 
the 

































work,  it 
would 
only 
begin  to 
realize  the 
power 
packed  into 
every 
note  and every word. 
The  audience 




like  a spider
 
on a  silk 
thread
 and thinks, "My, 
how  love-





as the other performers 
who  heard 
him hit rock 
bottom the first time 
he reached for that note 
and  heard 




finally get it 
right. 











 random jig -saw 
pieces.
 
During a rehearsal 
it seems to 
the 
players  that he expects more 
than 
they could deliver, yet somehow 
when the 
curtain






 polished ... but 
only the 
people  on stage know 
what it took to 
get it that way. 
40" 
wilpAutA6 
Great  gift, Bright light . 
. . 































. . . 
scented,
 

























 of colors and 









Calendars are a 
fancy, 
yearly  asset 
for every home and 
office. $2.10 to 54. 












 at mu 
Rear
 Entrance. Market















THE TRADITIONAL SJS Christmas Tree atop 
the 
Engineering  Building will be lighted
 
tomor-
row at 5 
p.m. by President Robert
 Clark. The 
E. 
tree lighting ceremony
 was originated five years 
ago by Norman 0. Gunderson, who will act as 
master of ceremonies for the festivities. 




 will burn brightly tumor- 
Brent  Holsinger, professor of 
row as SJS celebrates the coming 
music,  will direct the 
college  choir 
of the holiday season with its an-
nual 




The event, which was 
originated  
five 
years ago by Norman 0. Gun-
derson, dean 
of the school of en-
gineering, will begin at 5 p.m.
 at 
the Seventh




Dean Gunderson will act as mas-
ter of ceremonies during an 
elab-




the tree lighting. 
Speakers 
will include President 
Robert
 D. 
(lark, who will give
 
his 
Christmas message on behalf of 
the college, and Ron James, San 
Jose 
City  mayor. 














an a number of 
seasonal songs, in-







The Rev. Roy Hoch, campus 
min-
ister for the 
Lutheran Church, will 
give the benediction. 
Miss Pam Melton, soprano, will 
conclude the 







Student  Council 
rescind its $100 allocation to pro-





tion of the separation of church 
and 






however, in the form 




paid for by 











DIANE  ADAMS 
Just 
received . . . The 
season's 








tion of the season and its spirit 
while incorporating the humor and 
sophistication of our age. Yes, it 
is truly a feat to combine the 
spirit of the season
 with the spirit 
of the time. 
The front of the
 first
 
depicts  an 
erect and 
demanding  Bethlehem 
inn keeper 
shaking
 his fist. When 
you 
open  this epistle of 
good cheer, 
your holiday 
greeting goes like 
this,
 "I don't care whose 
donkey  it 
is --get him 
off  my lawn!" 
If this doesn't leave you 
over-
flowing with cheer, you might have 




 shows an irate, 
fist -
pounding
 St. Nick 
sitting








the title, "S. CLAUS


















cards  were 
intro-
duced
 to the 












 For sonic 
rea-























every  shade, 
tone, or 
implica-


































re,  for 
site
 cook 






















everyone can play. All you need is 




the  competition. 
First,  you must deride 
to whom 
you should send cards. 
There  are 
several ways 
of
 deciding this. You 
can go through 
your
 address book, 
your telephone 
book 
and  the 
yel-
low pages.
 Or maybe you're one of 
those  organized 
people
 who has a 
little red and green book where 
you  keep a list of who did and who 








 speculates there 
are five 
reasons
 why people 
send Christ-
mas cards to 
one  another. Call 
them the five Christmas 
C's: com-








he says, is 
to jump from 
commu-
nion to compassion 
without pan-
dering
 to the other three.
 In other 
words, 
cross off the 
list your 




met  but 
just  
so happens
 to have a summer place 
in Bermuda. You probably wouldn't 










greetings upon you 
must next choose 











 you wish 
to pre-
sent. There's
 a card to represeni
 
every sender.
 Theie are 
large.  
showy, 
flagrant ones with gold 
roil
 envelopes and 
embossed  names 
























risi  nuts 












































el mid lip 
TENT!! 
ST.  
II I Altil/ A( IY 








Some people prefer to send a 
newsy, annual letter instead of the 











For the family 
which  really likes 
to make 





ings from the 
three  of us," "Greet-
ings
 from the six of 
us,"  or "Greet. 
ings  from 





lies who like to use
 the 
same  card 
every 
year.  
Another important problem to 
consider is how you display the 
cards you receive. The easiest way 
to keep a visual tally is to hang 
them all 
from it ribbon attached 
to the ceiling. For the more crea-
tive, they can be hung in Christ-
mas tree shape, from Santa's belt, 
and on special felt or cardboard 
holders.  
No matter how 
you  hang them, 
the purpose 
is to display each 
and 
every card, thereby creating a 
real 
and tangible


















Just  as our greetings of "Merry 
Christmas"
 have come fmrn medie-







custom is America's 
favorite holiday 
decoration  the 
mistletoe.  The colorful decoration, 
which decks houses 
and churches 
for the holiday season, dates back 
to the
 time of the Druids (mem-
bers of the priesthood
 in the an-




solemn  procession, the priests 
went
 out clad in white robes
 and 
carrying golden 
sickles to cut the 
mistletoe. The symbol of the mis-
tletoe
 was supposed 




People paid Druids large sums 
for a branch
 to have as a  charm. 
But mistiletoe 
wasn't  the only 
green 
used  on their 
houses  to shel-









mistletoe  plant as a 
symbol of 
peace 





 it were 
required  to 
discard their









which  records 
the  mistletoe plant 
as
 a symbol of 
love.








 plant comes 
from the 
Norse marriage rite 
in which it 
was 




















 at Orange 
ll'inzit  take 
this
 oppor-
tunity to wish 
you a very 
Merry  Christmas
 and a 
joyous New Year. 
Come  in today and 
let us thank 
you 
for  








503 East Santa 










 Being is, in a 
sense, the most 
trying time of 
all.  
There  are bills 
to
 be paid, 
machines  to keep 
in repair, 
Irregular verbs
 to learn, the Time





















































i.s int'Itet1 to attend.
 
Sponsured














Methodist.  inerican 
Baptist.  










DID I GOOF... 
He sure did. In all the 
years 
that Leo Silva
 has been 
in 
business, Santa 
hasn't brought his sleigh in once to service
 
it for that big holiday 
trip
 of his. Don't 
you  make the same 
millake! There is still fime to bring your car in for a safety 
check, tune-up, lubrication, and tank
 full of gas before your 
big holiday trip. Santa has been lucky all these years that 
his sleigh hasn't 
broken  down during his trip. Will you be 
that lucky with your car? Don't take the chance. Bring
 your 
car in today. 
 
All  Credit Cards Honored 
 
EZT
 Cash Stamps Given 




Late for Class? 



























 %%1101 I.V1.1111. 
iiketi to have a good time.
 During 
vacation.  we 
have  time 
for fa -
pastimes 
such us skiing. 
siting fi ''ii 
Is, 
Gr
 Just plain 
sleep.
 
Somet Ma's, leiwever, people den', 











any more and 
they  have alreadj 
retired, so Christmastime seems 
' like every 
other  time 
of the 
year.  







 !I be a good 
time to have a 
oniis  project
 





, .a.thiooy.  
which  is gerontology. 






 he scientific study of old 
age." But, as Allison McLean, a 
Sigma Kappa, pointed out, "You 
could hardly cull 
our  approach a 












party  at 
the  PF:0 Home of San 
 Jose. 
This


















bettor understanding of the senior
 
citizens in 
our  community. Also, 
we 
are trying to share the Christ-
mas  spirit 
with  them." 
The most 











conversations wit Ii 
truly 















to tell which group 
is entertained more 
;it the par-
ties. 
Regardless  of who is 
most 
entertained,  a lasting 
friendship  is 
created between
 coeds and 
Typewriters
 
Better tirade.. at Nolo. ingcrlij,! 
Portables  Standards 
New   Used  All Makes 
Low 
Student Rental Rates 






















Remember, for last-minute 
gift  
buying,  we 







































































































































toys  we 
cart get." 
"The 






























































In Viet Nam 
VATICAN CITY
 
(Am _ pope 
Paul VI has appealed for the Viet 
Nam Christmas truce to be ex-
tended into a 
lasting
 armistice for 
the negotiation
 of an honorable 





war,  he 
said
 the prospect for an end of 
fighting is brighter. 
His appeal brought 
no
 immediate 
response from either side in the 
ernillict. Hanoi has never replied
 
to any of the 








 be a matter of hours,  
not days. U.S. officials contend the 
Communists take advantage of 
prolonged truce to regroup and re-
supply. 
U.N. Secretary -General U Thant 
expressed hope both sides would
 
heed the papal 
appeal  and the 






the United States. 
Pope
 Paul made his new
 appeal 
in an address in St. 











 and the 
first
 anniversary of the end of the 
Vatican Ecumenical
 Connell. 









confident," he said. 
lie 
suggested  that the 
proposed  
Christmas  truce and a 
proposed
 
second truce in 
February at the 




















Christmas Tree Lighting 
ceremony  
tomorrow,
 the Rev. B. 
Davie Na-
pier. Dean
 of the 
Stanford 
Chapel. 
will speak at 4 
p.m. in 1.1132. 
The 
nationally  renowned 
chap-
lain will speak on "Whisper of a 
Miracle." The talk is open to all 



































































































72 S. First 
Si,
 
Westgate Shopping Center 
San Jose 
1600














and  winds 
itself.  Its 

































You Are Cordially Invited to v isit our 
Bridal  Registry 
and see our 22 new patterns in Chinaware, featuring: 
 Syracuse Fine China 
 Crystal Stemware by Holum-
gaard















Westgate Shopping Center 






























and  St. James 
Tuesday, December
















By DON CAMPBELL 
Spartan  Daily Staff Writer 
Little 
Sylvia,  sat on Santa's 
lap and 
told the Jolly 
Old Man 
that she wanted a doll for Christ-
mas.
 She wanted the 
doll, not




herself, but for her little
 sister. 
When Santa asked if Henry,
 4, 
had 
been a good 
boy,  he 
replied 
that not 

































I'm tell you . . . 
your 
dollar  goes farther at 
San 
Jose Book Shop!" 
Without doubt BOOKS are 
sensible gifts that 
will outlast 
the Christmas tree--the per-
fect solution to your Christ-
mas shopping problems. What 
a variety to choose from and 
gift -wise . . 
therra's  a book 
here for everyone 
on
 your list. 
no matter who. 
119 
E. San Fernando 
Between 3rd & 4th Streets 








ef: %VP  "2114.4A41'.
 Iknite 
good and if he could have an extra 
candy cane to take home to him. 
DeDe, 4, got into Santa's lap 
and threw her arms around him 





her what she wanted
 for Christ-
mas. 
And so it went 
for three hours 
on Sunday, Dec. 4, at Theta Chi 




munity Services Agency 
came for 
a Christmas party. 
Co
-hosted by Theta Chi fraterni-
ty and Kappa 
Kappa Gamma So-
rority,
 the party was 
to benefit 
underprivileged  children from San 
Jose, whose 
families could not af-
ford to have a 
Christmas.  
The party started at 




with their hosts. Then they were 
treated




 and candy. 
When the tots 
were  full and con-
tented, in 
came Old St. 
Nick, por-
trayed by 




Many  of the children were more 
fascinated with 
Santa 's beard and 
little red cap with 
the  bell on it 
than they were in what he was 
saying to 
them.  Others were satis-
fied to put their 




 it was time 
for Santa  to 
pass
 out the presents that 
were 
under the gaily 
decorated Christ-
mas tree.
 Each child 
waited  im-
patiently for
 his name to be 
called  
and get his present.
 Many had the 
gifts 












 was saving it 
for her 
twin sister
 who was sick at home. 
After some 










Steak  House   













Special Group Rate 
for 
San Jose State College 
Fraternities and Sororities 
Hungry  
House 
610  Coleman 





- 6 a.m.) 
 Ham Steak
 







Mon.,  and Tues., 
2 
p.m. - 9 p.m. 
Complete 







YOUNGSTERS EXCITEDLY gather around Santa 
Claus to re-
ceive 
their  presents. The children, from the Mexican -American 
Community Services Agency, were treated to the Christmas 
pnrty by Theta Chi fraternity and Kappa 
Kappa  Gamma so-
rority 
on Dec. 4. Old St. Nick was portrayed by Jack O'Donnell, 
a Theta 
Chi  pledge. 
Her eyes grew
 misty as she saw 
a new
 doll, 
exactly what she had 
asked Santa for an hour earlier. 
At 3 that afternoon, the weary 









 it hail to be. 
Many 
of the children were from 
families that would not he able 
to afford 
any sort of Christmas 
festivity,
 
When  the living room was fi-
nally cleared of the discarded 
gift wrappings and the dishes 
were 
finally cleaned, it was hard
 to tell 
who had had a merrier time, the 
little tykes or the OX's and KKG's. 
Schroeder Says Celebrate 
Beethoven's 196th Birthday
 
By SUSAN HAt'h 
Schroeder, or the -Peanuts" 
comic strip, is almost as famous
 as 
his idol. Beethoven, if for on other 
reason than his great devotion to 
that musician. A creation of car-
toonist Charles M. Schulz, Schroe-
der will celebrate a birthday Fri-
day.  
This year 





 will be 196 
years old. 
During a recent telephone inter-
view, Schulz said that he first 
thought of using Beethoven in his 
comic strip in 1951 when he was 
thumbing through a hook of  music
 
and discovered a passage that 
might be funny if it were intro-
duced through the cartoon charac-
ters. 
Why Beethoven and not Bach or 
Mozart? Schulz explained that, if 
anyone else were 
used,  "it wouldn't 
be 
funny."
 He said that when most 
people, not necessarily musicians, 
think of the 
classics  in literature, 
art and music, 
the three great 
names that come to mind are 
Shakespeare.
 









This musician "towers 
over" 
others as the "epitome of 
classical music," in 
Schulz' opin-
ion. 




problems  than 
most people
 today realize. One of 
his two 
brothers  left an 
unfaithful 
widow with her illegitimate son. 
Beethoven 
was forced









so that he could 
take cus-
tody of the 
boy. 
















to a lesser 
man. 










































































































































on their 1st 
Anniversary 
Home of the greatest
 selection of 
new VW's 






















needy  San Jose 
youngsters.  
Industrial  Arts Club.
 Occupa-
tional
 Therapy Club 
and  Epsilon 
Pi 
Tau, I.A. honorary 
organization, 
have joined 




The I.A. Club 
is
 financing the 
project 




























families of imprisoned men, 
and San Jose Children's
 Shelter. 
This is the third year the proj-
ect has been undertaken and 
the 
25 members 




 making 200 
sock
 dolls and 200 toy 
trucks. The 
first year 














that gave the students 
a discount was Tresco Paint in San 
Jose. 
Some of the major participants 
are Gary 
Wineroth.  Don Servante, 
Stan Schneider, Terry King and 
Friends
 Outside, an 







Alpha  Epsilon 
Phi 
wish
 the faculty 




















Di n i ng Room 
Bedroom. 
No set lease,  just a 30 -day to 
30 -day basis. 
RENTAL 
COR  







A Very Merry Christmas 
Enjoy a pre -Christmas treat
 
Real Italian Pizza from 
Cuggino's 
862 N. 13th St. 292-8119  
Sunday
-Thursday  . 




 and Saturday 










exciting Aar Styles! 
Choose 




designs Exquisite styling finest craftsmen 
stop unsurpassed value In It K yellow to 







NO MONEY DOWN 
ONLY
 
St A WEEK 
LIFETIME 
GUARANTEE!  








 in witted. 
Downtown  65 S. First St. 
We 















fkru tn, Ni 11'05
 
Sunnyvale  199 S. Murphy
 St. 
739 0591Open Thurs. & 













































































Conservative Club. No longer con-
cerned with the
 election, they 
started




"Santa Claus is a clear threat to 
our American 
way,"  one said ."He 
dearly is 




Communist  and the way 
he gives
 thin' i for free on 
Christ -








SPARTAN  110USE 
for 
good  meals. 
If y011 are stnilyiog for mid
-terms, or if you need 
,hopping break, relax and 












 11,1 SANDWICHES 
S.r 
Uri  





inns is a terrible 
extension of the 
Welfare
 State." 
"Not only that," said another, 
"but he is 
not an American. We 
cannot let the North Pole dictate 
anything to us. To do so is to re-
linquish some 
national sovereignty. 
Besides, every time he flies over. 
Santa violates 









speeches, and letters to 
the editor. 
If all else failed,
 they would be 













out  of 



































































































































the  Liberal 
pickets. 

























 a new 




















your entire  
skiing
 needs


































































now  until Christmas 
















































The day classes resume. 
(2) What 
do you expect
 to get 











Stone  diunk. 
(3) 




tal Goat's milk. 
(b) Dr. Pepper. 





kinds  of bubbly. 
(4) If given
 $100. whom would 




(b) Brother or sister. 





nothing  for 
$200. 
(5) What would you buy? 
(a) 
Something
 for the home.
 
Ili) Something you can use, 
too. 
(c)  Ate you kidding? 













By BILL HUBS('HMANN 
What do 















will  be during 
this  long-awaited 
two-week  















































 26-35 points, you're sneaky; 3645
 points, 
lazy; 















(ao The first 




































18)  What is 






























With  your 






some  last 
minute 
shopping. 
(d) With your dog. 
(e)  Why. 
For? 



















(el Tiying to sober up.
 







"What will I be doing during 
Christmas  vacation? I haven't 
thought that far ahead."
 said Dr. 
, 
Gus  Lease, professor of  music at 
'SJS. 
"Correct  papers? I never correct 
papers!" he chuckled. "I have 
the 
student readers
 or the IBM ma-
chines 
do
 that. I think I 
will  sleep. 
, No, I'll probably go skiing." 
Another professor. Dr. Billie 
Jensen, not so lucky, sadly la-
mented: "I'll 
be
 be reading blue 
books  and correcting papers in 
American History." 
Many students will be relaxing, 
eating, sleeping 
or skiing. More 
likely, the tnajority of SJS stu-
dents will be reading, preparing 
for the last battery of 
midterms, 
or writing term papers. In 
other  
words, doing all the work they 
- -  












South  Tenth 
Street
 








Wishes You a 
Happy 
Yule,  Too! 
haven't finished this semester. 
Other faculty members com-





"I'll be fixing the cellar win-
dows I promised my wife I'd fix 
last Christmas!" said Dr. David 
McKell, of the Student Health 
Service. 
One  of his associates chimed in: 
"I'll be right on campus work-
ing. If you get mono, come in and 
see me!" 
Another faculty member pulled 
out his key chain.  Dangling from 
it was a key 




 he mused, 
"they'll
 
be doing away with the keys prel ty 
soon -they're getting plastic credit 
cards." 

























































that,"  he 
laughed,
 

















cert at 8:15 p.m. Tuesday, Jan. 
10, 
in Concert Hall. 
"Overture 
in Percussion
 for the 
Young 




















"Tales from the Vienna
 
Woods."







Milhaud; and "Concertino for 







WE MAKE 4.TRACK 
STEREO CARTRIDGE 
TAPES 
FOR HOME AND AUTO  UNITS 
 
ALL POPULAR MUSIC 
 OLDIES BUT GOODIES 
 TOP 30 HITS 




-Tapes.  Inc. 
751 Holbrook 
Place  7:9.6887 
Sunnyvale
 24 



















 Late modal 
standard 




















 ... 10c 
Paper
 Towels
   10e  
Crest 





















10th 6 Taylor 
13th 6 Jellai 



























HARRY SIMEONE CHORAL 
The Little Drummer Boy 
ROGER  WILLIAMS 
Christmas Time 
HART'S
 
House of 
Soul 
1175
 E. 
Santa  
Clara 
286-2880 
